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Infusion enchanting research

Overchanting Table is a block added thaumic base 1 mod. Allows the player to upgrade the enchanted items by 1 level of each spell. There will be spells like Fortune IV or Efficiency VI. Silk Touch II can also be obtained, but there is no difference between Silk Touch I and Silk Touch II. To overchant items, the player
should place them in a single slot in the GUI machine. The operation must then be activated by right-clicking the machine with a wand and the machine will begin collecting 32 Essentia from the surrounding containers. After all essentia is collected, the machine will try to remove 30 levels of XP from the nearest player in
the range of 6 blocks. If this operation succeeds, the reshilling will be completed and the first spell on the item has been upgraded by 1 level (if not already upgraded, f.e. Efficiency VII is unreachable). If the xp removal operation fails, the machine will continue to consume Essentia and try to perform this operation after
each point Essentia is consumed. After the operation is complete, you can select the item from the graphical interface. During the operation, the effects of instability can occur. Thaumcraft 4 Research Notes [edit] Overchanting Pushes the Boundaries Research aspects in this block [edit] Thaumonomicon Entry [edit]
Thaumaturges often use their magic to swell regular mundane objects with magical power, which is better. This process is called charming. Thaumaturges have also discovered a way to do the same with the infusion altar, using it to make the items stronger. However, there always seems to be a limit to the magic of
infusing into items... You managed to move this limit a little further. You have managed to create an overchanting table that is able to increase the level of enchantment on an item by one. Not only could it get items closer to the desired level, it can do more - it can increase the level of beyound maximum, allowing spells
like Fortune IV or Sharpness VI. The device will improve the first enchantment on the item. The order is the same as for displaying enchanted in the description of the item. Previously buffed spells will be omitted - the device is not strong enough to think like Sharpness VII. It does not take into account the enchantment,
so thinks silk touch ii are possible, but useless. If you want to inslate an item just put in a single slot available and start the overchanting process using a wand on the table twice. Then praecantatio essentia will be pumped from nearby jars to the table - you will need 32 Praecantatio in total. The table also requires players
nearby because in the middle of the process will use 30 levels from the player in the range of 6 blocks! Overchanting can be stopped at any time just by adding an item from the table, but the levels and will be wasted then. The table will draw Praecantatio from the range of 8 blocks, mirrors will also do their job just fine.
After sapping experience tables will skip players with levels before 30, so having more people with a level overhaul of 30 won't work. Any item with spells can be investigated. Putting not a charmed point in the Overchanting table does nothing. The recipe[edit] Use[edit] Overchanting table has no known use in creation.
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in a regular way depends on happiness. Fortunately, you can use Essentia to enchant items in the infusion altar. For the price of Essentia, a certain risk of flow and instability, you can craft the following enchantments: Name Target Position Effect Collector Axe &amp; Pickaxe Any collected items will float towards you.
Burrowing Axe &amp; Pickaxe None The furthest block will be collected, not your target block. Refining Pickaxe 1-4 The chance of native clusters dropping from goats. Sounding Pickaxe 1-4 Right click blocks will be displayed near the ory. Destructive axe, Pickaxe, Shovel None Eight of them (area 3x3) are also collected
when collecting the block. Arcing Weapon 1-4 hits another target for half the damage to the weapon. Higher positions increase the number of goals. Essence Harvester Weapon 1-5 When a target is killed, he has a chance to overthrow his essence in the crystal. Higher positions increase the chance and the number has
fallen. Edit Comments Share Thaumcraft 4 offers a way to add spells to items by infusion. An infusion of charming shops guesses a charming table, for magical know-how. While experience levels are still used, strong spells are divided into many small steps, each lasting only a few levels. This means that all the work can
be done from low levels, costing much less experience on the level. However, the new method also has additional costs, material as well as purified essentia. The use of the infusion also instability to disrupt this process. Infusion difficulty starts from negligible to moderate, but each level of the item's previous spell adds
difficulty. Thaumonomicon [edit | edit source] For ever now guides and thaumaturges have been charming weapons, tools and armor by imbuing objects with their own vital energy. While effective, the process is lengthy and the results are completely unpredictable. Your discovery of infusion crafting could reveal solutions
to both of these problems. Charming through this method will require different quantities and types of essentia, levels of experience, enchantment-specific items, and Salis Mundus. Charming is done on the infusion altar. In this way, both thaumcraft and vanilla spells can be used. Enchantment added by other mods, such
as mariculture, usually can not (unless another mod provides an infusion recipe for enchantment). If no player in the vicinity has enough levels to perform enchantment, the infusion stops at the beginning; altar will be light, but will not draw essentia. Accumulates instability until the infusion is canceled by deleting the
target item. See also Runic Shielding Augumentation, which uses different amounts of Salis Mundus and fast-growing amounts of essentia, but no experience levels or other ingredients. Cost [edit | edit source] Again, from Thaumonomicon: Essentia and the cost of experience mentioned in the following recipes are for the
first level of fascination. To enchant an item to the next level, simply perform the infusion process again-it can be repeated until the desired spell has reached its maximum possible level. Essentia and the cost of experience are multiplied by the level of enchantment you perform, so level II enchants costs twice as much
as level I. Additional costs may also be necessary if the item already contains charms other than the one you are currently performing. This price is usually around 10% to the level of enchantment, so a charming sword with Fire Aspect I that already contains Smite III will cost 30% more. Basic cost[edit | edit source] All
recipes require Salis Mundus. In addition, the costs set out below are included. Note that as mentioned above, the cost in essentia and levels gets multiplied by the target level of enchantment. (Material components are not affected.) Thus, going from Haste II to Haste III will cost 15 levels, 24 Iter, 12 Praecantatio, and 24
Volatus. Note also that these costs assume that there are no other spellings on the destination item. Otherwise, expect an additional 10% cost to the level of the existing glamorous (not counting the one you are working on). Enchantment Max Levels Essentia Items Repair II 6 10 Fabrico, 20 Ordo, 8 Praecantatio anvil
Haste III 5 8 Iter, 4 Praecantatio, 8 Volatus Nitor Protection IV 1 4 Praecantatio, 8 Tutamen Iron Ingot Fire Protection 3 4 Ignis, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Tutamen Iron Ingot, Magma Cream Blast Protection IV 1 4 Perdito, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Tutamen Iron Ingot, Gunpowder Projectile Protection IV 1 4 Praecantatio, 4 Tutamen, 4
Volatus Iron Ingot, Arrow Feathers Falling IV 1 4 Aer, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Volatus Feather Breathing III 3 8 Aer, 8 Aqua, 4 Praecantatio Sugar Cane Aqua Affinity I 1 8 Aqua , 8 Motus, 4 Praecantatio sugar cane, slimeball Thorns III 3 8 Herba, 4 Praecantatio, 8 Telum dead bush, nether quartz Sharpness V 1 4 Praecantatio,

8 Telum Iron Sword Smite V 1 4 Exanimis, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Telum Iron Sword, Glowstone Dust Mines Arthropods V 1 4 Bestia, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Telum Iron Sword, Amber Knockback II 1 4 Motus 4 Praecantatio 3 Telum Piston Fire Aspect II 3 8 Ignis , 4 Praecantatio, 4 Telum Iron Sword, Burning Powder Looting III 5 8
Lucrum, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Telum Iron Sword, Diamond Efficiency V 1 4 Instrumentation, 4 Ordo, 4 Praecantatio iron pickaxe Silk Touch I 5 16 Instrumentum, 16 Meto, 16 Ordo, 16 Perfodio, 16 Praecantatio iron pickaxe, Spider Web Unbreaking III 1 4 Instrumentum, 8 Ordo, 4 Praecantatio iron pickaxe, obsidian Fortune III
5 4 Instrumentum , 8 Lucrum, 4 Praecantatio Iron Pickaxe, Diamond Power V 1 4 Praecantatio, 8 Telum Bow Punch II 4 3 Motus, 4 Praecantatio, 3 Telum Piston Flame I 6 8 Ignis, 4 Praecantatio, 4 Telum Bow, Burning Powder Infinity I 6 16 Permutatio, 8 Praecantatio, 16 Telum, 16 Vacuos Bow, Arrow Former
Enchantments [Edit | Edit Source] Potency, Treasure and Modest have been removed from TC 4.2.2.0; see Contact Handler. Potency I - 3 levels, 8 Potentia, 8 Praecantatio, 1 Alumentum Modest I - 1 level, 8 glory, 8 Praecantatio, 1 bowl Treasure I - 5 levels, 8 Lucrum, 12 Praecantatio, 1 gold ingot, 1 diamond
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